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An institution in Finland.
A distinguished guest abroad.

Dear music enthusiast!
Finland's oldest Finnish-language male choir will conduct a concert
tour to Japan in January 2021. YL will perform twice with the Tokyo
Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra on January 12th and 13th, when we
will perform Dmitri Schostakovich's magnificent 13th symphony, Babi
Yar. YL wants to offer Finnish or local companies operating in Tokyo
their own concert experience as well.
YL has good experiences of performing private concerts abroad;
examples include various governmental events at embassies around
the world, the Wuxi Opera House Concert for local political leadership
in China, the opening ceremony of the Finnish/Chinese Winter Sports
Year Celebration in Beijing as well an investor dinner at the Slush
event in Helsinki. A concert by YL is therefore an exceptional
opportunity to influence stakeholders and entertain your guests of
honor.

What can YL offer?
Full Choir Concert for the Company Stakeholders.
Duration approximately 1h. Typical repertoire is a good mix of
well-known Finnish (e.g. Sibelius) and local music, but YL will
always tailor the repertoire according to the customer's
wishes.Typically, there is a reception or a cocktail party
alongside the concert, where YL is also more than capable to
entertain the guests. The choir can split into quartets and
entertain the audience casually and spontaneously.
Performance fee: 10,000 - 15,000 EUR depending on the
concert duration.
Small ensemble performance
YL has over 136 years of experience in performing with small
groups.The repertoire covers national-romantic student songs,
serenades, entertaining pop hits and also bubbly drinking
songs.The quartet performance is suitable for both an
esteemed event and for a relaxed party.
Performance fee: 4,000 - 6,000 EUR depending on size of
ensemble and the duration of the performance.
YL can be booked at the following times:
Sunday 10.1.2021
Thursday 14.1.2021
Friday 15.1.2021
I hope to hear your thoughts on possible cooperation
and I will be more than happy to provide you with more
information!
Best regards,
Lauri Penttilä
Tour Manager
tour.manager@yl.fi
+358 40 763 4849

